Optical diffraction patterns from electron micrographs of both longitudinal and cross sections of normal and anomalous canine cardiac Z bands have been compared. The data indicate that anomalous cardiac Z bands resembling nemaline rods are structurally related to Z bands in showing a repeating lattice common to both. In thin sections transverse to the myofibril axis, both electron micrographs and optical diffraction patterns of the Z structure reveal a square lattice of 24 nm. This lattice is simple at the edge of each I band and centered in the interior of the Z band, where two distinct lattice forms have been observed. In longitudinal sections, oblique filaments visible in the electron micrographs correspond to a 38-nm axial periodicity in diffraction patterns of both Z band and Z rod. We conclude that the Z rods will be useful for further analysis and reconstruction of the Z lattice by optical diffraction techniques. KEY WORDS muscle . diffraction ultrastructure Z band 9 myocardium
The ultrastructure of normal Z bands in situ in several vertebrate skeletal muscles has been reported (6, 14, 16, 23, 25, 26) . The ultrastructure of nemaline or rod bodies of Z disc origin has also been studied and has been compared to that of normal Z bands (3, 29) . MacDonald and Engel (19) have compared Z lattices of skeletal muscle after different fixation techniques and after low ionic strength extraction. More recently, Stromer et al. (30) have compared Z lattices after selective extraction. These (19. 30) and other (31. 32 ) studies have shown structural similarity between normal Z bands and rod bodies from a muscle specimen of congenital rod myopathy. Schollmeyer et al. (28) have shown two proteins immunologically common to both structures. Z discs of the frog's sartorius and rod bodies of human nemaline myopathy samples extracted at low ionic strength bind anti-ct-actinin and antitropomyosin.
Detailed studies of the cardiac Z lattice have not been reported, although the similarity of the cardiac Z band in cross section to the skeletal muscle Z band has been noted (5) . Viewing the Z band as a regular lattice suitable for analysis by optical diffraction techniques, we have studied the Z lattice and its relationship to the adjacent lattice of thin filaments at rest length. We have tested the assumption that anomalous Z bands in cardiac muscle (4) , termed "Z rods" in this paper, which appear similar to rod bodies in skeletal muscle, are structurally related to Z bands in cardiac muscle. We conclude from comparisons in three planes of section that the Z rod is structurally related to the Z band, and can be 818 THE JOURNAL OF CELL BIOLOGY -VOLUME 75, 1977 9 pages 818-836 used for further analysis and reconstruction of the Z lattice by optical diffraction techniques. Brief preliminary reports of this research have been published (8) (9) (10) (11) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of Muscles
Normal Z bands were analyzed in left anterior and posterior papillary muscles from four normal dog hearts (a special breed, 75% Labrador and 25% hound, maintained by the Baylor Breeding Farm, Huntsville, Tex.). Normal Z bands in anterior papillary (control) muscles from two other dog hearts, made partially ischemic for 30 min by ligation of the left circumflex artery, were also examined. Z rods were observed in control muscle of one of these two hearts.
Dog hearts were perfused through the left main coronary artery with 2% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer. The heart was removed and the papillary muscles were exposed. Strips of superficial fibers from the left anterior papillary muscle were clamped to prevent shortening during fixation, and were excised and placed in 4% paraformaldehyde-5% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer for 1 h at room temperature. Superficial fibers of middle portions of the strips away from the clamps were cut into l-ram cubes and placed in fresh fixative for an additional 2 h. The tissue samples were rinsed in buffer 2-16 h, postfixed in 1% osmium tetroxide in phosphate buffer, dehydrated rapidly in ethanol, oriented, and embedded in Epon in flat Silastic molds (Ladd Research Industries, Inc., Burlington, Vt.). Semithin sections were stained with methylene blueAzure II and were examined for orientation and searched for the presence of anomalous Z structures with the light microscope.
Electron Microscopy
Thin sections were cut on a Porter-Blum MT-2 ultramicrotome (Dupont Instruments, Sorvall Operations, Newtown, Conn.) by a diamond knife. The long axis of the myofibers was parallel to the knife edge for longitudinal sections. Sections were stained by immersion in a saturated solution of uranyl acetate in 50% ethanol for 5 min, followed by flotation on lead citrate for 3 min. Longitudinal sections of the block containing a cell with the Z rods were examined first. Then the part of the block containing this cell was reoriented by 90 ~ and glued with epoxy to a blank Epon block and sectioned again. Identification of some of the Z rods in cross sections was insured by examination of at least three consecutive sections, each 40-50 nm thick. Thin sections were examined in an RCA EMU 4, a Philips 200 or 201, or a JEM 100 B electron microscope. The microscope was calibrated with a Fullam carbon grating (Ernest F. Fullum, Inc., Schenectady, N. Y.) for each group of negatives. Measurements of Z band and I band width were made with dial calipers (0.05 ram) on EM prints photographically enlarged two to three times to a final magnification of 30,000.
Optical Diffraction Analysis
EM positives (• 18,000) on Kodak high-contrast lantern slide plates were used as diffraction subjects. The beam from the laser was directed through a collimating system to the relevant area of the photographic plate, and the resulting diffraction pattern was focused by a two-lens system and recorded directly on film. An adjustable aperture could reduce the beam size from 1.5 to 0.4 cm to correspond to the area of interest on the micrograph. The area selected for diffraction was the region which gave the clearest and brightest diffraction pattern for a particular orientation of the lattice, and was marked on a corresponding print of the electron micrograph. This area did not always correspond to the region of the micrograph which appeared to have the most clearly ordered image. Spurious diffraction effects due to emulsion irregularites were minimized by immersing the photographic plate between two optical flats in a fluid matching the refractive index of the emulsion. The system was calibrated by photographing the diffraction pattern of a square grid of known spacing each time a set of diffraction patterns was recorded.
Reciprocal values of lattice spacings were measured directly from the photographic recordings of the diffraction pattern, The variation in these measurements in the range of spacings recorded was from 0.15 to 0.30%. The precision with which a lattice spacing could be determined thus depended mainly on the degree of section compression and distortion during specimen preparation. Only micrographs containing both Z bands and several A band regions were used. The A band lattice was assumed to be truly hexagonal. The interfilament spacings of thick filaments were first measured in A bands in cross sections. The largest and most consistently observed spacing was 44.1 nm, and this value was taken as the minimally distorted A spacing. For each micrograph, the A spacings were calculated and the micrograph was dimensionally corrected to fit the above model. These corrections were then applied to the measured Z spacings from that same micrograph. In all cases, the correction implied either small random dimensional changes or compression in a single direction. This distortion was most noticeable in cross sections. In longitudinal sections, the A band spacings were generally in close agreement with a nearest thick filament spacing of 44.1 nm and a transverse repeat along the thick filaments of 42.9 nm.
RESULTS
General Features
In our initial studies of the Z lattice, emphasis was on the Z rods. Throughout our work on the GOLDSTEIN, SCHROETER, AND SASS Optical Diffraction of Z Bands 819 Z lattice in normal muscle, our results with the Z rods have remained in the foreground. Therefore, we have kept them in the foreground in the following presentation in the belief that the advantages of studying this structure more than compensate for the limited sample so far at hand. Detailed analysis of one papillary muscle from one of the six canine hearts was carried out to analyze both Z rods and normal Z bands in a single block and in a single cell in both longitudinal and cross sections. Semithin sections from 12 blocks of tissue processed from this control canine papillary muscle were examined with the light microscope. All of the cells, except for the one cell containing the Z rods, were uniform in appearance. Normal myofibrils in longitudinal sections of this block selected for further analysis with the electron microscope had a sarcomere length of 2.36 -0.005 p,m (n = 60). In micrographs of longitudinal sections of the Z rods used for optical diffraction, the sarcomere length of adjacent myofibrils was 1.99 +-0.01 gm (n = 25). Z rods varied in width from 0.12 to 0.37 /~m (n = 45), and in length from 0.4 up to 1.5 ~m (n = 35). They were sometimes continuous with adjacent Z bands, but were not always symmetrically placed with respect to these Z bands.
The optical transforms reported herein are interpreted on the basis of two-dimensional reciprocal lattices. Each such projected structure will be independently indexed using conventional Miller indices, hk. A single set of diffraction lines will be designated by (hk), and a form of symmetrically related lines will be designated {hk}. The h index will normally refer to the horizontal reciprocal axis (the equatorial direction from longitudinally oriented micrographs). Distances reported as 1/dhk are directly obtained from measurements of the optical transform. The concept of a layer line refers to a linear array of reflections of constant value of k. A row line is a linear array of reflections of constant h. Optical transforms from three orientations of both Z rods and Z bands are used in this study.
Cross Sections of Z Rods
A cross section of Z rods from this muscle is seen in Fig. 1 a. The rods vary in size and shape. Within a single rod, a shift in orientation of the lattice or a greater spacing between the lattice lines of a given direction with a corresponding decrease in density appears similar to the fault lines in mammalian skeletal muscle described by Rowe and Morton (27) . The crosscut axial filaments observed in this lattice and shown schematically as uniform dots in the diagrams in Fig. 2 vary in size and shape, often appearing as diamond-shaped figures and triangles. Smaller connecting filaments are visible between the axial filaments, and form a pattern of small squares as diagrammed in the region marked "Interior" in Fig. 2 b. Vesicles of the sarcoplasmic reticulum are seldom seen and do not encircle the Z rods as they do the Z band in cardiac muscle.
Optical diffraction patterns of 18 different areas of Z rods in cross sections were recorded. All patterns from cross sections of both Z rods and Z bands can be interpreted on the basis of a square lattice as illustrated in a diagram in Fig. 2 . Diffraction patterns from the I band region adjacent to the Z region are typically those of a simple square lattice of -24 • 24 nm. This simple lattice is hereafter referred to as the large square. A representation of a diffraction pattern from the I band is also shown at the bottom left in Fig. 2 c i. This pattern consists of a square array of diffraction spots with a gradual decrease in intensity with increasing diffraction angle.
In the region of transition between I band filaments and axial Z filaments, the crosscut filaments form a square lattice of the same dimensions as that found in the I band. The first order axial reflections, {10}, from the diffraction pattern (d = 24 nm) decrease in intensity and at times disappear, corresponding to the observed transition from a simple to a centered lattice. Concomitantly, the reflections of the form {20} (d = 12 nm) grow in intensity ( Fig. 2c ii and 2c iii), corresponding to the observed increasing presence of scattering matter parallel to the edges of the large lattice square, but spaced one-half of a cell length apart, subdividing the large square into four small squares.
A diffraction pattern from the interior portion of a Z rod shown in Note that this pattern of a centered lattice is somewhat skewed. Although the electron micrograph appears highly ordered, its diffraction pattern indicates that the orientation in region 2 is not as good as that in region 1. The resolution and symmetry of the diffraction pattern depends on both the regularity and orientation of the Z lattice, so that the region selected by eye from the electron micrograph does not necessarily give the best quantitative information. The circled region in Fig. 1 d is characterized by the lack of connecting filaments in some of the large squares and most of the small squares, and the presence of some filaments along the diagonals. There are also crosscut thin filaments in the region just above the circle. The optical diffraction pattern of this circled region, shown in Fig. 1 e, is similar to the diffraction pattern in Fig. 1 b. The {20} reflections (d = 12 nm) suggest a centered lattice, but the pair of intense reflections from the form {11} suggest scattering matter along the diagonal of the large square. Such diffraction features are consistent with the observed structure in the electron micrograph, and suggest a variable filamentous array for the Z rod in cross section.
Cross Sections of Z Bands
Electron micrographs of cross sections of cardiac Z bands are similar to those of Z rods (compare Fig. la with Fig. 3a) . The optical diffraction patterns more precisely define these similarities. Both electron micrographs and optical diffraction patterns indicate a square lattice. As in the case of the Z rod, there is a transition from a simple lattice near the junction with the I band to a centered lattice in the interior of the Z band. The transition region in Cardiac Z bands from two other canine hearts prepared in the same way predominantly exhibited the "basket weave" pattern (Figs. 4, 5 ) previously described by others in cross sections of skeletal muscle (19, 23) . The optical diffraction patterns shown in Fig. 4b , c, taken from two adjacent regions (shown in Fig. 4a ), exhibit additional higher order spots not seen in the Z rods. This may be due to increased ordering in comparison with similar areas of diffracted Z rod images. However, it may also be due to higher order symmetry features peculiar to the image of the basket weave lattice. The strongest spots are the {11} reflections in all four diffraction patterns shown from this muscle (Fig. 4b, c , e, and g), exactly as expected from the obvious alignment of Z filaments with diagonals of the centered lattice in the basket weave pattern. Note the increasing intensities of the {10} reflections in the transforms from Fig. 4b to g, and the corresponding increase in the prominence of the axial crosscut filaments in the micrographs Fig. 4a-f .
The large square lattice in Fig. 4a is a centered lattice with respect to the crosscut filaments, but the diffraction pattern in Fig. 4b does not show the prominent {20} reflections characteristic of a centered lattice. This type of pattern results because the symmetry of the four filaments along the diagonals arranged about each axial filament is different for the two sets of crosscut filaments (see Fig. 10f ). The {10} reflections shown in Fig.  4c , e, and g are more intense than those of Fig.  4 b. This ordering can be verified by inspection of region 2 in Fig. 4a ; one of the large square arrays dominates this area of basket weave. Note that in this region the weave appears "loosened." The dimensions of the large square in region 2 of Fig. 4a (24.3 nm) are also slightly larger than those in region 1 (22.6 nm). The diffraction pattern in Fig. 4b resembles the pattern shown diagrammatically in Fig. 10f , and the pattern in Fig. 4c is suggestive of a transition region. middle third of this micrograph. The subjacent I band is at the bottom. The Z band exhibits both lattice patterns previously observed by others in skeletal muscle.
Longitudinal Sections of Z Rods
From the cross sections of Z rods and Z bands, two longitudinal planes are predicted for maximal positive reinforcement of axial filament arrays. One such plane is indicated by the double arrows in Fig. 2 b at 24 nm apart. A longitudinal section of Z rod (representative of such an orientation) is shown in Fig. 6a . Axial filaments of similar thickness and density are spaced 11.5 nm laterally, and alternate axial filaments appear to be continuous with one I set, the remainder with the other set. Variations appear along the filaments, tending to mark an axial period associated with near transverse and oblique lattice planes which can be seen by sighting along various directions of the Z rod image. Because each axial filament profile is produced by superimposition of 2-4 filaments within the section thickness, these more or less periodic variations in density, thickness, and apparent continuity are not attributable to misalignment between single filaments and the plane of section, but are likely to represent features actually present and enhanced by superposition. The oblique planes at 20-25 ~ off the longitudinal axis are associated with oblique projections or filaments lying between the axial filaments and giving them a periodially barbed appearance. 
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6b which measure 1/38.7 and 2/38,7 nm -~, respectively, suggest a periodic structure transverse to the axial filaments (see double arrows in Fig.  6a ). The first layer line contains off-meridional spots above and below the second order equatorial reflections corresponding to 1/d21 = 1/10.6 nm -1, and 1/d~_~ = 1/11.8 nm -~. One pair corresponding to the closer distance in real space is often more intense than the other pair. The angle of 81 ~ between the (21), (20) , and (2i) triad of reflections and the equator suggests that the axial repeating unit of one filament in the Z rod is displaced with respect to that of the adjacent filament by -4 nm. In diffraction patterns of Z rods of this same orientation in other sections of this cell (n = 17) skewed row lines were observed (81 ~ +--3~ but in a few patterns (n = 4) row lines perpendicular to the equator were found. The second orientation of the Z rod in longitudinal section which gives reinforcement by superimposition of axial filaments is shown in Fig. 7 a.
The interfilament spacing here is 17 nm and corresponds to one-half the diagonal distance predicted from a 24 nm square arrangement of crosscut filaments previously viewed in cross section in Figs. 1 and 2 . Two optical diffraction patterns characteristic of this orientation are shown in Fig. 7b and c from adjacent regions circled in Fig. 7a . Both show (10) equatorial spacings of 17.1 nm; Fig. 7b shows one pair of first layer line off-meridional spots at 1/dll = 1/ 15.2 nm -1, and Fig. 7c shows two pairs of offmeridional spots at 1 / d , = 1/15.6 nm -1. A weak pair of fourth order near meridional reflections (04) gives a measured value of 1/d04 = 4/38.0 nm -~. It is notable that the row lines here are perpendicular to the equator, not at 81 ~ as in Fig.  6b . The average value for the transverse periodic structure was 38.5 nm +-0.5 (cr = 2.1). There was no correlation between presence or absence of skew and variation in intensity of the offmeridional spots. 
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Longitudinal Sections of Z Bands
Longitudinal sections of cardiac Z bands next to Z rods, of adjacent cells, and of cells from other canine hearts prepared in the same manner, were used for measurement of sarcomere length (2.16 -0.02 ~m, or = 0.10) and Z band width (109 nm -+ 2, tr = 13) (n = 360). From these sections, 19 Z bands were analyzed by optical diffraction. Fig. 8 a is an electron micrograph of a longitudinal section from a block that was subsequently reoriented to give the cross section shown in Fig. 4f . The average sarcomere length in this cell and in other cells in this block was 2.35 /zm -+ 0.005 /~m (n = 50). The optical diffraction patterns shown in Fig. 8 b, d from regions marked in Fig.  8a , c, resemble the patterns from the Z rod shown in Fig. 6b . The equatorial spacings of 25.7 and 12.9 nm in Fig. 8b , and 28.0 and 14.3 nm in Fig. 8d suggest a square array of larger dimensions (26.0-28.0 nm) than the 24.0-nm lattice observed in the Z rod. One set of off-meridional reflections is slightly more intense than the other set in both these patterns. The first order equatorial reflections, {10} observed in Fig. 8b,  d , were seldom observed in the Z rod. These spacings correspond to the more prominent large square array observed in the basket weave Z pattern previously shown in a cross section of this specimen. (Fig. 4)' ). x 40,000. (b) In the optical diffraction pattern from region circled in Fig. 8a , a strong (10) first order equatorial reflection, as well as the second order (20) reflection, are shown at 1/25.7 and 1/ 12.9 nm -1, and correspond to values obtained from the cross sections of Z bands in this specimen. Layer lines at 1/35.5 nm -x with strong second row line reflections are present as previously shown in the Z rod, and again one pair is more intense. (c) Longitudinal section of papillary muscle from a normal dog previously shown in cross section (Fig. 40. x 40,000) . (d) An optical diffraction pattern taken from region circled in Fig. 8c has a visible (10) equatorial reflection at 1/28.0 nm -1, and a more intense (20) reflection at 1/14.3 nm -1.
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A longitudinal section of another muscle block from this same heart is shown in Fig. 9a . Four Z bands in two sarcomeres exhibit the same two orientations previously shown in longitudinal sections of the Z rod. The optical diffraction patterns in Fig. 9b correspond to regions marked in the electron micrograph (Fig. 9a) . The patterns for regions 1 and 2 are similar to the ones shown in Figs. 6 and 8 , and correspond to the first of the two longitudinal orientations. The optical diffraction pattern for region 1 contains a major second order equatorial reflection (l/d20 = 1/12.7 nm-1), and a weaker first order reflection (1/d~0 = 1/ 24.6 nm 1). Off-meridional reflections above and below the second order equatorial reflections differ in intensity, but are equally spaced (1/dz~ = 1/ 12.2 nm-~). The values for the first order equatorial reflections {10} are within the range encountered for the large square array as measured in cross sections and longitudinal sections of both Z rod and Z band. The Z bands in another filament bundle of similar sarcomere length are shown at the left in Fig. 9a . Diffraction patterns from regions 3 and 4 are shown at the left in Fig. 9b . This orientation is such that axial filaments are prominent and appear continuous with the thin filaments, and is similar to the second one shown (Fig. 7a) for longitudinal sections of the Z rod.
The major equatorial reflections are 1/d10 = 1/ 18.3, and 1/d10 = 1/17.4 nm -1, and correspond to half the diagonal distance of a 24-nm square. The (21) and (2i) spots are also observed as in the Z rod and one set is consistently more intense. In Fig. 9 B 3, the (2] ) pair of reflections is replaced by a pair of reflections of somewhat smaller d value. In Fig. 9 B 4 , the (21) and (21) reflections are both absent and are replaced by two pairs of reflections indicative of the (21) and (2i) pairs of Fig. 9 B 1 . These observations suggest that scattering material associated with those reflections may curve and cross in a plane different from the axial filaments.
In summary, we have observed that both Z rods and Z bands in cardiac muscle are arranged in a square lattice centered in the interior and simple near the Z-I junction. The average edge dimension of this square is 23.9 nm (o" = 0.5) for the Z rod and 23.9 nm (o-= 0.8) for the Z band as observed from optical diffraction measurements on cross-sectional electron micrographs. Longitudinal sections yield the slightly higher values of 24.2 nm (tr = 0.6) and 24.7 nm (tr = 1.2) for the edge of the Z rod and Z band square lattice, respectively. In all cases, the first order equatorial spacing corresponds to the separation distances between adjacent I filaments in each neighboring FIGURE 9 A Electron micrograph of cardiac Z bands showing the two orientations previously shown for the Z rod. This longitudinal section is from another block of the same normal cardiac muscle shown in Figs. 4f and 8 . Z bands at each of two different sarcomeres, one at the right and one at the left, were analyzed. The orientation of the lattice in the two Z bands at the right is like the one previously shown in Figs. 2 a, 6 , and 8. The orientation of the lattice in the Z bands of the sarcomere at the left is similar to that shown in Fig. 7. • 26,000. B Optical diffraction patterns from the four regions in A. For region 1, the major equatorial reflection is (20) at 1/12.7 nm -1, but the first order (10) is visible at 1/24.6 nm-k Off-meridional reflections, on the 1/37.6 nm -1 layer line, above and below the second order equatorial reflections, are present in most patterns of the longitudinal sections, but sometimes, only the predominent pair is visible. For region 2, the (10) equatorial reflection at 1/27.2 nm -1 and the more intense (20) at 1/ 13.6 nm i are present together with the off-meridional reflections above and below marking a layer line at 1/32.7 nm ~ in this case. The optical diffraction pattern from region 3 is typical for Z bands oriented to give spacings between axial filaments equal to the half-diagonal distance of the 24-nm square. The observed value for this pair of (10) equatorial reflections is 1/18.3 nm -1 . Again, off-meridional reflections are present as they were in Fig. 8b and d . The optical diffraction pattern from region 4 exhibits a 1/17.4 nm -I equatorial reflection, but the off-meridional reflections now are different from those seen in Fig. 9B 3. Features producing the equatorial spot and features producing the layer line spots appear not to be coordinated with one another here as they were in Fig. 8d . The layer line spots occur on a row line about one-third farther from the origin than the equatorial. Neither the layer lines nor the row lines established by these spots are parallel to the orthogonal axis established by the equatorial line through the origin. Correspondingly, the actual appearance of region 4 is rather different from that of region 3, as if they were somewhat different views.
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I band as measured by optical diffraction. The longitudinal sections also show the presence of an axial periodicity of 38.5 nm (or = 2.1) and 38.0 nm (or = 2.6) for the Z rod and Z band, respectively. Optical diffraction patterns from longitudinal sections of both Z rods and Z bands, both oriented along the large square lattice edge and at 45 ~ to this edge, show strong characteristic diffraction from oblique lattice planes. These reflections are observed on the first layer line above and below the principal equatorial reflections, and correlate with oblique filaments or barbs on the axial filaments observed in the electron micrographs.
DISCUSSION
Optical diffraction analysis of Z rods and Z bands in cardiac muscle reveals similarities in lattice dimensions in both cross sections and longitudinal sections. Z bands of normal width in the same cell with the Z rods and in adjacent normal cells in the same block of anterior papillary muscle generated diffraction images like Z bands from another anterior papillary muscle and from anterior and posterior papillary muscles from normal dogs.
Some variability in lattice dimensions was observed, but the range of corrected values taken from Z bands in different hearts was no greater than the range from Z bands within a single cell. The constant volume behavior of sarcomeres was not a source of significant Z lattice variation in this study because the sarcomere length was near or at rest length (range = 1.98-2.38 k~m) throughout this material. Because shrinkage of muscle protein lattices occurs during dehydration and embedding processes (2, 20, 24) , values for both the A band lattice and the Z band lattice are probably low. The observed variability in the Z lattice spacings after correction suggests that the Z lattice is more flexible than the A lattice, or more susceptible to differing shrinkage from cell to cell and from preparation to preparation. Larger lattice spacings were observed both in cross sections and in longitudinal sections where less dense material of the Z lattice was visible. Differing amounts of extracted Z amorphous dense material might also make the Z lattice more susceptible to distortion.
Optical transforms of the Z lattice in cross section can be compared to transforms of two model lattices drawn from proposed Z models in the literature (7, (15) (16) (17) 25) . Two of these filamentous lattices have been recently discussed by Franzini-Armstrong (6) . Type A shown in Fig.  10c consists of an array of lines to form large and small squares with a centered square array of dots, and can arise from several models (6, 15; particularly Fig. 8 for reference 6) . The optical diffraction pattern of the type A model lattice is a sum of two optical diffraction patterns; lines only as in Fig. 10b and dots only as in Fig. 10a . The type B lattice has scattering material at 45 ~ angles to the I squares (6, Fig. 6 ). The optical diffraction pattern of the type B lattice (lines only, Fig. 10d , and dots only, Fig. 10a ) differs from type A in the relative intensities of the {11} reflections as compared to the {10} reflections.
The line drawing in Fig. 10f is our idealized version of the region of the Z lattice in cross section as seen in Fig. 4a , and resembles published versions of the basket weave appearance of skeletal muscle (23) . The diffraction pattern in Fig. 10f is generated from a transparency of Fig.  10e and resembles the actual pattern shown in Fig. 4b . By combining patterns such as those in Fig. 10e and 2c i with the pattern in 10f, it is possible to obtain diffraction patterns similar to those seen in Fig. 4c , e, and g. Optical transforms of the cardiac Z lattice in cross section contain features suggested by previous models and can be interpreted as a complex lattice which contains two distinct lattice forms. The extent to which these two forms superimpose or interconvert is not yet known.
The optical diffraction patterns of cross sections of Z bands are not exactly like the patterns observed for the Z rod, but are closely related. The appearance of transition and composite patterns suggests that two different scattering patterns either interconvert or coexist in the Z band. One pattern of small squares parallel to the I squares may be attributed to ordered arrays of dense matrix material. A second pattern (Fig.  10e ) may be related to the oblique filaments seen in longitudinal sections. Some of the patterns may appear different because of variable extraction of the ordered arrays of dense matrix material. The fact that a pattern like the fully centered one shown in Fig. 1 b was not seen in the Z band, is consistent with the hypothesis that the Z band was always partially extracted. Electron micrographs show a more uniform and a more dense lattice in the Z rods. Previous studies have shown that the Z rod in skeletal muscle is resistant to extraction (30) . However, low ionic strength extraction of the Z rod can transform the appearance 832 ThE JOURNAL OF CELL BIOLOrY" VOLUME 75, 1977 F;GURE 10 f Models of Z band components in cross section and corresponding optical transforms.
to that of the basket weave pattern in cross sections, as shown by MacDonald and Engel (19) , and to a prominent array of oblique filaments in longitudinal sections (30) . Although this pattern may be a rearrangement of the matrix lattice, it is also possible that the extraction procedure has uncovered the second lattice type. This interpretation is consistent with the statement by Kelly and Cahill (15) that the matrix lattice occurs in serial sections next to the basket weave lattice. It is probable that the dense matrix lattice is easily disrupted in normal Z bands. The small square lattice in the Z band, when visible, is usually less discrete and fuzzier than in the Z rod. If a given centered region contains both the basket weave and a superimposed matrix lattice, then the diffraction pattern is that of a composite of the two lattices, and different diffraction patterns arise depending on the relative amounts of the two lattice forms. Thus, if no matrix, all matrix, or a uniform amount of matrix is extracted throughout the Z band, then all structural units will be alike and will correspond exactly to the average unit indicated by the optical diffraction pattern. But, if partial extraction occurs in patchy fashion, the average structural unit will still be the unit indicated by optical diffraction, by definition, but the actual structural units in different patches will be more or less unlike the average unit, Domains of the small square matrix lattice in the Z band are seen in the present study (Fig.  5 ) and have been observed by others in skeletal muscle (15, 17) . The basket weave patterns shown in Figs. 4 and 5 give very regular optical transforms rich in higher order diffraction spots not obtained from the small square pattern of the Z rod or the Z band. When patches of the basket weave pattern occur in the centered lattice as in Fig. 3a , the 1/17 nm i spots can gain intensity as shown in Fig. 3c . The layer line values of 1/38 to 1/39 nm -1 in optical diffraction patterns of longitudinal sections of both Z rod and Z band suggest a lattice structure common to both. First and second order as well as zero order row lines are observed. The near meridional (01) reflection on the first layer line suggests an axial periodicity similar in value to periodicities reported by Stromer et al. (30) in nemaline rods before and after low ionic strength extraction. Stromer and co-workers have also described oblique filaments in the Z rod after low ionic strength extraction that are associated with a major repeat at 39.0 nm and a minor repeat at 19.5 rim. The presence of the second order near meridional (02) reflection in optical diffraction patterns of the cardiac Z rod suggests a repeat of every 19.5 nm in our preparations of fixed unextracted Z rods. A transverse repeat of 20 nm in electron micrographs of the Z rod in cat, dog, and human heart muscle has been reported (1, 4, 18) .
Because the transverse periodicity of 38-39 nm in our study coincides in value and direction with that of troponin periodicity along thin filaments in the I band (12, 21, 22) , the periodicity being measured in the case of the Z bands may be in the I band. Optical diffraction patterns from adjacent I bands exhibited the first order equatorial reflection seen in the diffraction pattern of the Z band. Such I patterns did not show a meridional reflection at 38.5 nm, even in the most clearly ordered electron micrographs, and did not show first and second order row lines characteristic of the Z lattice. This does not exclude the possibility that I filaments continue into the Z band, and that the near meridional reflection observed in the cardiac Z lattice may be partly due to an actin-tropomyosin periodicity in the axial Z filaments.
The more intense (21) and (2i) reflections are characteristic of diffraction patterns of both Z rod and Z band, and strongly indicate that these structures share a common lattice. One pair of these spots is more intense both in Z rods and in Z bands. Two oblique sets of crossed filaments with one set thicker or formed from a double strand would be consistent with this pattern, but not consistent with the symmetry generally expected in such lattices. Another explanation involves section thickness. The 81 ~ skewing of the row lines sometimes observed, suggests that the repeating unit of one axial Z filament may be displaced with respect to those of adjacent filaments by -4 nm. In view of the orthogonal symmetry in transverse sections, it seems possible that the same displacement occurs along the viewing direction normal to the section plane of Fig.  4a . The projected effect of this feature on the image could complicate the apparent lattice structure of Z rods in longitudinal sections 50-75 nm thick. The Z band is susceptible to changes from extraction of matrix material and to distortion forces from both I bands which may affect the relative intensities of these spots and the skew of the row lines. The most obvious differences between the Z band and the Z rod, in optical diffraction patterns of longitudinal sections, are the presence of the first order equatorial reflection in the Z band, and the suppression of the first order equatorial spot and the intensification of the second order spot in the Z rod. One explanation for this concerns the ratio of Z band interior (with its 12-nm side spacing) to Z band edge or I-Z region (with its 24-nm spacing) in the regions being analyzed. In the case of the Z rod, it is possible to position the laser beam so that only interior subunits and therefore only centered regions with 12-nm side spacings are analyzed. In the case of the cardiac Z band, axial extent is limited to three of four subunits, and two of these, i.e. those immediately next to the I band, are partially uncentered, so that the 24-nm side spacing becomes prominent. When the edge of the Z rod is analyzed (as in the region marked by the arrowhead in Figure 6a ), a 23.7-nm equatorial spot is present, as well as the 11.5-nm equatorial reflection.
The Z band in cardiac muscle may project as a simple tetragonal lattice, but it becomes more complicated in the third dimension. Electron micrographs reveal a complex filamentous lattice with axial and oblique filaments, and varying
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THE JOURNAL OF CELL BIOLOGY' VOLUME 75, 1977 amounts of amorphous material. Oblique filaments are visible in electron micrographs of both Z rods and Z bands. The differing intensities of off-equatorial and off-meridional spots in diffraction patterns of longitudinal sections are consistent with the observation of oblique filaments in the electron micrographs, but there are problems with orientation of the lattice and superposition profiles. We do not know from these data if oblique filaments are continuous with or connected to the axial filaments which are recognizable in both cross sections and longitudinal sections, as the periodic association is not yet evidence for connection. More information about the oblique filaments, particularly data from other longitudinal and oblique planes, will be necessary before complete structural models of Z rods and Z bands can be established. Our data extend previous observations from skeletal muscle to cardiac muscle. Our innovations include not only optical diffraction analysis of single specimens of Z structures, but also three plane analyses of single specimens of Z structures. The similarity of the lattice structures and of densities associated with the lattice in both the Z rod and the Z band observed by others in skeletal muscle (19, 30) are further revealed in our cardiac material. The optical diffraction data extend the evidence for a chemical similarity as a common lattice strongly implies common subunit structure. The Z rod is not pure tropomyosin, but exhibits the difference in structure between Z units and pure tropomyosin crystals first pointed out by Caspar et al. (2) . It is true that some electron micrographs of Z rods (4) and Z bands (13) present features reminiscent of tropomyosin aggregates. Our studies of both Z rod and Z band reveal periodicities similar to tropomyosin, but a complex lattice arrangement which is fundamentally different. The measured lattice spacings of 38, 24, and 17 nm, suggest that binding sites, characteristic of many crystalline or regular aggregates containing tropomyosin (2), have formed a different arrangement of similar protein components in the Z rod and Z band.
By optical diffraction, we have defined the Z lattice in three planes. We have made models of the projection patterns of the lattice, formed by filaments visible in electron micrographs of cross sections, to show the several similar, but distinct, diffraction patterns that may be produced. We have alluded to the role of section thickness in presenting limited samples of extended or cornplex arrays as a factor responsible for some features of our diffraction patterns. When studied in this manner, the Z rod is similar to the Z band in cardiac muscle, but is more uniform and easier to orient spatially than most areas of the Z band. We conclude the Z rods will be useful for further analysis and reconstruction of the Z lattice by optical diffraction techniques.
